


WHISKY

THE BEGINNING OF A UNIQUE DANISH WHISKY TRADITION....
At Braunstein we are uncompromising in our approach to ingredi-
ents, equipment and production of our new make spirit. But it takes 
more than that to make a truly unique whisky! Of utmost impor-
tance are the oak casks in which the whisky matures and gains its 
colour. As a micro distillery with the required resources we are able 
to handpick a range of unique casks to mature our fruity new
make spirit. Due to our limited production, we are even able to 
monitor and register the development in every single cask each 
month, thus making it possible for us to bottle a unique series of 
whiskies, called Library Collection. Each whisky in this series has its 
own individual expression and is obviously issued in very limited
numbers.

PRODUCT DECRIPTION

DANICA WHISKY - Non Peated 
A great whisky for whisky lovers with a sweet tooth. This non-pe-
ated whisky has matured in small and big casks which previously 
contained the finest Oloroso Sherry from Spain. 
A smooth and complex whisky that caresses the palate with notes 
of chocolate and loads of dried fruits.

BRAUNSTEIN DISTILLERY AWARD WINNING CRAFT SPIRTS AT COM-
PETITIONS WORLDWIDE IWSC - LONDON, CWSA - KINA, SAN FRAN-
CISCO WINE AND SPIRIT, IWS - TYSKLAND, WORLD SPIRTS AWARDS
DANISH WHISKY AWARDS - DANMARK, BERLIN INTERNATIONAL 
SPIRIT - TYSKLAND

Ean nummer: 5704048901323

THE DREAM OF DANISH SINGLE MALT WHISKY

Oloroso 42% ALC STØRRELSE 
50CL

Whisky and fly fishing are like two drops of water. You breathe a little deeper and look right into the soul. Both when you fill your mouth with a good whi-
sky - and when you see the day dawn with a fishing rod in hand. Brothers CLaus and Michael Braunstein are passionate fly fishermen, and it was during 
their fishing trips along the beautiful Scottish rivers, that the idea to develop and manufacture a Danish whisky occurred - with a few drops of inspiration 
from the pocket flask. 

 
DANICA WHISKY   
-  NON PEATED 


